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Some exact results for a reversible version of the d = 1 + 1 bridge site (or single-step) 
deposition model are presented. Exact steady-state properties are determined directly for finite 
systems with various mean slopes. These show explicitly how the asymptotic growth velocity 
and fluctuations are quenched as the slope approaches its maximum allowed value. Next, exact 
hierarchial equations for the dynamics are presented. For the special case of “equilibrium 
growth,” these are analyzed exactly at the pair-correlation level directly for an infinite system. 
This provided further insight into asymptotic scaling behavior. Finally, the above hierarchy is 
compared with one generated from a discrete form of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equations. 
Some differences are described. 
1. INTRODUCTION II. STEADY-STATE STATISTICS 
Interest in the far-from-equilibrium evolution of surface 
profiles has prompted recent studies of various lattice mod- 
els for irreversible deposition. ’ Asymptotic scaling behavior 
is typically determined by Monte Carlo simulation, since 
exact analysis is rarely possible. An alternative strategy is to 
postulate that a coarse-grained description of model behav- 
ior is provided by a continuum Kardar-Parisi-Zhang 
(KPZ) equation with appropriately chosen parameters.2 A 
rigorous connection between microscopic models and the 
KPZ equation has not been established.‘.3 Indeed, although 
a correspondence in asymptotic behavior is usually ob- 
served, some discrepancies have been noted.4 
These observations motivate identification and analysis 
of models for which exact analysis (of at least some features) 
is possible. One such case noted previously is the irreversible 
bridge site, or equivalently single-step, deposition modeL5*” 
Here, we consider generalized models where deposition and 
evaporation occur at designated sites with ratesp + andp _ , 
respectively, with p + + p _ = 1. Figure 1 schematically 
shows the correspondence between the bridge site, single- 
step, and a biased spin exchange model5 For the latter, the 
spinfliplTtotloccursatratep+,andtlto1tatratep-. 
Suppose the ith spin, oi = & 1, is situated between the ith 
and (i - 1) th sites or steps in the single-step model of 
heights hi and hi- *, respectively. Then oi = hi - hi _ , 
gives the local slope, and has a maximum amplitude of unity. 
For translationally invariant systems considered here, 
(a,) = (a) is time independent and gives the mean slope. 
We chose periodic boundary conditions for the spin model, 
corresponding to periodic boundary conditions in the depo- 
sition models which are skewed if (a) # 0. 
We now consider the steady-state behavior for a system 
of N spin sites with periodic boundary conditions. The dy- 
namics guarantees that the numbers N + and N _ of up and 
down spins, respectively, are fixed. Here, we do not assume 
they are equal. In the single-step model picture this corre- 
sponds to surfaces of fixed, generally nonzero mean slope 
(a) N = (N + - N _ j/N. The key observation in this anal- 
ysis is that each configuration has the same number of 1 t 
(local minima) as t 1 (local maxima) subconfigurations. 
Now every configuration can be formed in one way for every 
t L configuration and destroyed in one way for every 1 t con- 
figuration by deposition (at ratep + ). Similarly, the number 
of gain and loss terms corresponding to evaporation (at rate 
p _ ) are exactly equal. As a consequence it follows that in 
the steady state, all configurations have equal probability. 
This result has been noted previously5 for the case p + = 1 
(irreversible deposition) with N + = N _ . 
Since all configurations have equal probability, it is 
straightforward to calculate probabilities of multispin con- 
figurations. Clearly, ( oi ) N = (a), for all i. In calculating 
the n-spin probabilities (oinjjak 1. s)~, we note that there are 
( $; 3. I? ) configurations with all n spins up, (E ; 1 n + , ) con- 
figurations for each of the (; ) cases with one spin out of n 
down, etc., so 
(aiajok*-), 
independent of the distinct i&k,... . Simplification of ( 1) in 
the lowest-order cases yields 
We analyze steady-state characteristics of these models 
in Sec. II. Certain dynamic aspects, primarily for the case 
P+ = p _ , are considered in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, we 
make some comparisons with the discretized KPZ equation. 
(a,Cj), = (0)” - [ l/tN- l) J ( l - (cr)z), 
(q@jok)N= (8j3- [(3N-2)/(N- l)(N-211 
X(1 - W’,(d, (2) 
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FIG. 1. Schematic showing the correspondence between (a) a reversible 
bridge site model, (b) a reversible single-step model, and (c) a biased spin 
exchange model. 
(aiujako*)N 
= (a)’ 
_ (1 - (a)‘)[(6N2- 11N)(oj2- (3N-6)] 
(N- l)(N-- 2)(N- 3) ’ 
Thui simple factorization, corresponding to an independent 
distribution of spins, occurs only as N+ CO, or trivially when 
(a) = & 1 (corresponding to N, = N). 
Next we consider aspects of behavior for the infinite 
system. For N = CO, there is no steady state since the inter- 
face width grows indefinitely with time. However, various 
basic quantities do approach time-independent values. We 
calculate these from the N-, ~4 limit of steady-state values 
for finite systems, i.e., we assume that lim,- m and lim,- m 
are interchangeable for these quantities. 
Perhaps the most basic quantity of interest is the mean 
interface propagation velocity or, equivalently, the net depo- 
sition rate, (dh /dt ),,,. Here, we normalize this quantity to 
be unity for a perfect surface with slope zero (i.e., alternating 
up and down spins). Clearly, (&r /& ) N equals p + times 
the fraction of 1 t configurations lessp _ times the fraction of 
t 1 configurations (multiplied by 2 to achieve the normaliza- 
tion described above). Since the fraction of 1 t and t 1 config- 
urations are equal and given by ( 1 - gigi + I ) N/4. Thus one 
finds 
-p- I(1 ---Pi+,)N 
-p- I(1 - W’L 
as t-tco. (3) 
For irreversible deposition, p + = 1, when N = 03, (3) 
shows that (dh /dt ), -+ l/2(1 - (a)“) recovering a pre- 
vious analytic result,7 and consistent with previous numeri- 
cal analyses of this case.‘-” This result is particularly useful 
as it provides the KPZ-equation parameter ;1 measuring the 
slope dependence of the growth velocity (see below). 
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Next we consider the height fluctuations, but here natu- 
rally measure height relative to the mean sloped surface, i.e., 
we consider H,,, = h, -m(a), where l<m<N, so 
(H,,,)N = (H), is independent of m. Let 
SH, = Hk - (H ) N denote the fluctuation, at site k, about 
the mean height. Then the interface width Wis given by 
W2 = (SH;., 
= + igl jg, m$, “2, (bmP?l )iv - (a)‘), (4) 
where translational invariance has allowed us to choose 
k = 0 for convenience (cf. Ref. 6). It can be shown that 
W’+A(N+ l)( 1 - (a)‘), as t+ CO. (5) 
For (a) = 0, one recovers the result of Ref. 6. We naturally 
continue to analyze the height correlations between pairs, m 
and n, of sites with various separations d(m,n) = min 
(Im --nl, N- Irn -n(). One can show that 
(H,,, - H,,),+O, and 
(W,n -Hn12), 
_+d(mn)[N-4m)l c1 _ (a)2,, as c+oo 
(N- 1) . (6) 
Analogous expressions can be obtained for higher moments. 
These necessarily vanish when (a)’ = 1 or d( m,n) = N. In 
the limit of large system size, N- 00, these have the form 
((H,n -fM2), -td(m,n) (1 - (d2), 
(W,,, -H,z13), -+2d(m,n) (a)( 1 - (a)‘), 
((H,,, -Hn)4), +d(m,n)[6d(m,n) - 5 (7) 
+ 3m21 (1 - b-)2,t 
as t --+ CO. The first expression is a generalization to nonzero 
mean slope of the conventional height correlation scaling 
relation. Again note that all fluctuations are quenched as 
(a)2* 1. 
It is instructive to rewrite the above result for height 
fluctuations in terms of the microscopic model prediction of 
the local interface gradient on some “coarse-grained” length 
scale I, i.e., V,h, = (h, - h,)/(m - n) provided 
I= m - n = d(m,n) >O. Clearly, (V/h,,) = (0) and the 
above result for the second moment implies that 
(Vlhn2j1= m = (V,h,)‘+ (1 - (a>‘)/& as N+ CO, 
(8) 
i.e., fluctuations vanish as I+ CO. One can continue to show 
that, e.g., ((V,h, - V,h,)‘),, m = 2( 1 - (c)*)/Z, as 
N- CO, provided d( m,n) > I. 
III. DYNAMICS 
Next we comment on some dynamic aspects of these 
models. For the irreversible case (p + = 1)) starting with an 
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infinite perfect surface of zero slope (at t = 0), we have de- 
veloped an exact analysis of the fraction of atoms in various 
layersj= 0,1,2... .’ The terminology of the bridge site rather 
than single-step or spin model is used here (see Fig. 1) . One 
must solve exact closed coupled sets of equations for these 
quantities and various local correlations to which they cou- 
ple. Unfortunately, the number of equations that must be 
considered increases dramatically withj, so the technique is 
not so useful for asymptotic analysis. Here, we also note that 
this exact analysis can also be applied for systems of finite 
size N. In fact, one only observes finite size effects when 
j> N. One can also readily extend this exact analysis to depo- 
sition on initially sloped surfaces with definite periodicity 1. 
Height j is now measured relative to the initial sloped sur- 
face, and one must consider a set of I occupancies for each j. 
An alternative strategy is to write down an exact hierar- 
chy of rate equations in the spin representation. Let 
S=2p+ - 1, and vgi =gi+ 1 -ifi? so 
V2gi = V(Vg, ) = g, + 2 - 2gj + I + g,, etc. Then after re- 
casting and slightly extending previous work,6 one finds that 
this hierarchy has the form 
2$ taiuj) = (ajV20i- 1) + S(ai(Voi 
+ Vui- 1 l"j) + ti+?;i), (9) 
2; (ffiUjU,) = ~UjU,V2Ui~ L) + S(Ui(VU, 
-I- Vu,- L )gj~k) + (i-j) + (i-k), 
provided i, j, k,... include no neighboring sites. Here (i-j) 
indicates that i and j should be interchanged, etc. For the 
case where i, j, k,... include neighbors, the form of the equa- 
tions is still homogeneous but slightly modified to 
d 
2-(8zgt+l)” ~~"i+*Vui~l~+~uiVui+~~ 
dt 
+s((vOi-* fVui 
+ v”.i+ I lafui+ I > + s(vui), 
Note that the coupling to lower-order correlations is missing 
in Ref. 6. A simple but basic observation is that the steady 
state of these equations corresponds to choosing all n-spin 
correlations equal, consistent with Eq. ( 1). 
It has been noted previously that for “equiZibrium 
growth ” when S = 0, i.e., equal deposition and evaporation 
rates, this hierarchy decouples and exact analysis of the ki- 
netics (and statics) is possible. This S = 0 dynamics is equiv- 
alent to that for a dense noninteracting one-dimensional lat- 
tice gas with hops to nearest-neighbor sites and exclusion of 
double occupancy. Here, the hierarchial decoupling has 
been noted and exploited previously.“-‘3 Similar decou- 
pling is seen for the Glauber model.” In Ref. 6, these equa- 
tions were analyzed for a finite system, N< co, with zero 
mean slope, to determine the scaling behavior of the inter- 
face width W = W( N,t). From (5) above, it is clear that 
W(N,t- 00 ) -N” as N+ CO, with a = l/2. In Ref. 6 it is 
also shown that W( N- CO ,t) - t 4 as t -+ 03, with fi = I/4. 
To elucidate S = 0 “equilibrium growth ” behavior for 
infinite systems (N = oc ), and specifically the latter scaling 
result, one naturally attempts to analyze (9) directly for 
N= co. We have assumed translational invariance, so 
(a,) = (a) is constant. Here, we focus on the pair correla- 
tions Cli -i, = (uicj} which satisfy the infinite linear system 
of equations 
-$ c, = c, - c, , 
-$cj =cj+, -2C, +Cj-,, for j>2. 
(101 
These can be solved exactly. I2 Consider initial conditions 
corresponding to a “perfect” surface of zero mean slope (i.e., 
alternating spins), so Cj = ( - 1)’ at t = 0. This corre- 
sponds to alternating filled and empty sites in the lattice gas 
picture. Thus from Ref. 12, one has C’(N= w,t)= -1. s * d+g(gl,t) (e;4 n 0 
+e-k.H!+)(l+et)-l, (11) 
where ;” = - 1 and g(4,t) = exp[ - 4 sin*(4/2)f]. This 
expression can be rewritten as 
C,(N= w,t) = (- l)je-“+SCJ(N= w,t), 
where 
vd4 
[g(e) - g(T,t) 1 
cos(#/2) 
x cos[&f)#]. (12) 
That SCj + 0, as j- CO t is easily seen via repeated integration 
by parts which further shows that SCj decays faster than any 
inverse power of j. In fact the decay is faster than exponen- 
tial. This follows after converting the integral to QY. ,d$, 
decomposing the cosine ratio as the sum of &( I + e’Q) - * 
and e - $@( 1 + e’+) - ‘, and closing the integration contour 
by rectangles in the upper and lower complex planes, respec- 
tively. 
The dominant long-time behavior of Cj (and SCj) is 
determined by the contribution to the SCj - integral from the 
range O<&O( t - “‘2). Thus one has 
C,(N= co,t)-SCj(N= co,t)- --!- 
s 
- e-“*‘d+ 
?r 0 
-97 - l/zt - l/2 
= 
2 
, as t-03, (13) 
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independent ofj. For large but fixed C, the crossover from this 
j-independent behavior to the unusual oscillatory j--+ ~0 
asymptotic behavior must begin to occur whenj = 0( t I”). 
For suchj, the cos[ (j - l/2)+5] term in SC, can no longer be 
uniformly approximated by unity when O<&O( t - I”). 
The behavior of W for an infinite system (N = OCI ) with 
(a) = 0 can be determined directly from these correlations. 
However, it is necessary first to recast (4) in a form appro- 
priate for taking the N-+ CO limit (with N even here for con- 
venience). We thus set I = & d( ij), and write 
(a,~,), =Cj(N,t)=( - l)‘e-4’+SCI(N,t). The contri- 
bution to (4) from the first term can be evaluated explicitly 
as ie - 4’ + O( l/N). Evaluation of the quadruple sum over 
the second term, then yields the expression 
W2=+4r+N “‘5’ SC, (NJ) 
I= -N/2 
-+,y (I- l)GC,(N,t) +0(i). (14) 
N/2 
Here we have assumed that SC, approaches its N--+ 03 form 
sufficiently quickly. Clearly, SC, can be replaced by C, in the 
second term, and the resulting sum vanishes by virtue of the 
constraint X,“= , oi = 0.” Thus as N- CO, we obtain 
w2=++4’- 2 (I- l)SC,(N= cod. (15) 
I= I 
For large t, we expect W2 to be dominated by the contribu- 
tion to the first O(t “2) terms in the sum where 
SC, = 0( I - I”) is roughly Z-independent. Thus 
s 
I l/2 
W2-t - l/2 Id/-t’/’ 
0 
consistent with value of p = l/4 noted above. 
One can continue to analyze “equilibrium growth” via 
( 10) exactly for an infinite system with initial conditions 
corresponding to a “perfect” vicinal surface of nonzero 
mean slope. For example, a periodically repeated sequence 
of M alternating pairs 5 t of spins, followed by an unpaired t 
spin, corresponds to a vicinal surface of slope (2M + 1) - ‘. 
Translational invariance is preserved by specifying that all 
sites have equal probability of corresponding to an unpaired 
t spin. The corresponding C, at t = 0 satisfy 
c, = ( - 1)‘(2M$- 1 - 2j)(2M+ 1) -’ for OG&M; 
C 2.M + , _ j = C, for Oq<M, and C,, + , _ 2j = C,. The inte- 
gral representation for C, (N = CO ,t) corresponding to ( 10) 
contains a set of nonintegrable singularities which must be 
regularized by first solving the auxiliary problem with 
C,(t=O)replacedbye-yjCj(t=O)andthenlettingy-+O. 
Reference 12 gives an explicit example of this procedure ap- 
plied to a related problem. 
IV. COMPARISON WITH THE DISCRETIZED KPZ- 
EQUATION 
As noted in the Introduction, it is now common to adopt 
a continuum “coarse-grained” description of the above 
d = 1 + 1 microscopic models. Here, one postulates that the 
evolution of the interface height h (n,t) at lateral position x 
and time t, is described by KPZ equation. After suitable res- 
caling of length and time scales, this can be written in the 
form’T2*4 
2+- d2h + 
dX2 
* * * + &w. (16) 
Here, E is proportional to the usual KPZ-parameter ,l mea- 
suring slope dependence of the growth velocity,2*4 the noise 
term c is assumed to be Gaussian with delta-function corre- 
lation (&x,t)&x’,t’)) = S(x - x’)S(t - I ‘), and implicit 
terms involve higher derivatives. For this equation, the scal- 
ing exponents of the interface width, W = ( (h - (h > ) ‘) I’*, 
satisfy ‘** CY = l/2 (l/2) and fl= l/4( l/3) when E = 0 
( E#O), using definitions analogous to Sec. III. These results 
are not affected by the implicit terms which are ignored be- 
low. 
For purposes of comparison with Sec. III, it is conven- 
ient to consider a discrete version of ( 16) that has the form4 
h r+, (i) = h,(i) + A,V’h,(i- 1) 
+ A,e[Vh,(i) + Vh,(i- 1)12/4 
+ l/mm, (17) 
where V is defined in Sec. III, A, < 1, and the g(i,r) corre- 
spond to independent Gaussian noise. (This terminology is 
somewhat confusing since the increment in 7 is unity, not A, 
which vanishes in the continuum limit.) Since the local slope 
approximants, s, (i) = (h, (i + 1) - h, (i - 1))/2, play the 
role of the gi in Sec. III, we are motivated to obtain a hierar- 
chy for the mean values of products of these (cf. Ref. 6). 
From ( 17), this has the form 
h+ I (9) - (s,(i)) = A,(V*s,(i-- 1)) 
+@A(s,(i+ 1) +s,(i- 1)) 
X(V&(i) +vs,ti- l))), 
(%+ 1 (ml+ 1 0’) ) - (s, (OS, 0’) > (18) 
= A,(s,WV*s,(i- 1)) + ;A,~((s,(i+ 1) 
+s,ti-- l))(Vs,(i) + Vs,(i- l))s,o’)) 
+ ATAS, + (i-j), 
. 
whereA=j([&i+ 1,~) -{(i- l,~)]~),andwehavene- 
glected terms 0( A,‘) in the second equation. For an initially 
flat surface, all the products in (18) are initially set to zero. 
It can be shown that terms in (9) for i,j,... non-neigh- 
boring sites correspond to homogeneous terms in ( 18 ) to all 
orders in the hierarchy. However, for neighboring ij,..., the 
exact microscopic model equations have the distinct form 
(9’)) and furthermore, unlike ( 18)) they do not couple to the 
case i = j. Another fundamental difference between (9) and 
( 18) is that the nontrivial (nonzero) nature of the solutions 
relies on the nonzero initial conditions for (9)) and relies on 
the inhomogeneous terms for ( 18). There is no inhomogen- 
eous term in the first equation of ( 18), and the “perfect” 
correspondence between this equation (or actually its con- 
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tinuum analog) and the first equation of (9) had been noted 
previously.6 However, for an initially perfect surface with 
zero slope, and invoking translational invariance in (9)) all 
terms in these equations remain zero. (There is an internal 
cancellation in the nonlinear terms. ) 
Some additional interesting comparisons between (9) 
and ( 16)-( 18 ) can be made. Obviously there is a natural 
correspondence between the parameters S and E. When 
6 = 0, there is no net growth in the microscopic model for 
any mean surface slope, so clearly the corresponding E and K 
must both vanish. Indeed (9) for S = 0, and ( 16)-( 18) for 
E = 0 reduce to linear equations which exhibit the same Ed- 
wards-Wilkinsoni scaling exponents a = l/2 and 
/7= l/4, as described above. It has been noted previously 
that the simultaneous sign change (h, E, K) + ( - h, - E, 
- K) leaves ( 16) invariant. l7 Clearly (9) displays the cor- 
responding invariance under (hi, ui, a)*( -hi, 
- Qi, - S). However, it is interesting to observe that for 
the irreversible deposition process S = + 1, Eq. (3) shows 
that the mean growth velocity of the microscopic model de- 
creases linearly with the square of the mean slope. Thus one 
concludes the corresponding E in ( 16) should be nega- 
tive,7*‘0 i.e., of the opposite sign to 6. Of course, the interface 
width scaling properties of ( 16) are independent of the sign 
of e#O, and agree with the numerical estimates for the mi- 
croscopic model when S = 1. 
In summary, the previously observed similarity between 
the lowest-order equations in the hierarchies (9) and ( 18) 
seems somewhat superficial. We have noted discrepancies in 
the structure and parameters for the full hierarchies (al- 
though their scaling properties may well be the same). In- 
deed one should not expect a correspondence between the 
microscopic model hierarchy and a KPZ-type hierarchy 
without first applying a Kadanoff-type coarse-graining pro- 
cedure.‘* Taking blocks of each number of spins as the basic 
units produces homogeneous initial conditions. However, 
the process of extracting an equation for the corresponding 
multiblock correlations is problematic. In any case, suppose 
this process can be implemented to achieve a hierarchy anal- 
ogous to ( 18). Then the corresponding KPZ-type’ equation 
should not have the simple form ( lo), but generally must 
incorporate higher-order nonlinear terms, since the mean 
growth velocity will not vary exactly quadratically with 
slope, and must vanish at the maximum allowed slope.” 
Furthermore, the coefficient of the noise term should have 
slope dependence,” since Sec. II shows that the noise is also 
quenched as the slope approaches the maximum value. 
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